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Friday 14th May 2021 
PRIZE WINNERS THIS WEEK 

Class 1: Anya for great attitude in school. 

Class 2: Edie-beau for a fabulous attitude to learning and trying her best In all her work. 

Class 3: Logan for superb effort in math’s. 

Class 4: Sonny for excellent class work and superb beach work. 

Class 1: In class 1 this week the children enjoyed listening to a solo rendition of Apha’che played on a guitar by Hank Marvin. We also listened to some 

acoustic guitar playing along with some classical guitar music. Some children where very curious as to how some guitars make so many different sounds. 

We know stringed instruments are called chordophones. In art and design technology we made little guitars with boxes and elastic bands, some sound 

quite pleasant. You may hear your child singing “days of the week”. Ask your child questions about which days come before or after this day. In maths we 

have moved onto time and have been finding out about o’clock, you could ask your child the time (will have to be an o’clock).Thank you for your 

continued support with reading, spellings and phonics. 

Class 2: This week class 2 have been learning about how we can use tessellation in art and have created some fabulous sea creatures to go on our 

display in the classroom. In maths we have been learning about odd and even numbers using our 2 times tables to help.  

Class 3: This week class 3 have been very busy. The children have been practicing their comprehension and hand writing skills. We have looked at the 

work of William Twins to create our own nature printing blocks. We have explored the effects off litter on our coastal life and how we can help look after 
our seas. The children did excellent on our walk to Parton beach as we explored what rocks and materials are there. We also looked at the landscape for 
different habitats and plant life, what wildlife there could be and seasonal changes. Hopefully we can visit again soon. 

 

 

 

Class 4: We had a fabulous visit to Parton shore on Tuesday. We walked down the coastal path to the beach studying the habitats, wildlife and food 

chains. We also looked at the types of rock found on the shore. We learned about and looked at the effects of erosion and human activity on the 

landscape. We are hoping to visit the shore again next Tuesday to continue with our work, carry out some surveys as well as create some beach art. We 

have taken part in the second pilot lesson from our Lego Spike Prime. We were ‘transported’ to an island in the Atlantic Ocean where we had to program 

our Remote Robot Rescue Vehicles to carry out missions to explore the island, assess the damage and deliver aid to the survivors. 

  

General information 

Class 4: We are hoping to visit Parton shore for a second time on Tuesday 18th May to carry out some maths and art activities. We 

will walk down from school during the morning and return to school in time for lunch. Please can your child bring wellingtons, a 

warm waterproof coat, hat, scarf, gloves and sun cream and a spare pair of trousers if they do not have waterproof over-trousers. 

We will not be going into the water but we may get muddy and damp from the rocks. 
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